MACRO MONDAY: WK 37
Your Weekly Cross-Asset Global Markets Call

US Global Macro Dominance Theme
Rocks On…

Tip of the Spear: (KVP) Kay Van-Petersen, CMT
global macro strategist & consigliere at large
This Is Week 37, Sep 10 – Sep 16
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General Disclaimer: Solely Views/Opinions. Not Trading/Investing Recommendations
This presentation is provided by Saxo Capital Markets Pte. Ltd. (“Saxo Capital
Markets”) for your general information. Although all reasonable efforts have
been made to ensure that any information and commentary are accurate
and up-to-date, the presentation is updated from time to time but may not
always be up-to-date in every respect and no responsibility is accepted for
any loss arising from inaccurate or incomplete information, however
caused. Saxo Capital Markets does not warrant that all technical aspects and
functions of its platforms are explained during this presentation.
None of the information contained here constitutes an offer to purchase or
sell a financial instrument, or to make any investments. Saxo Capital
Markets does not take into account your personal investment objectives or
financial situation and makes no representation and assumes no liability as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information nor for any loss arising
from any investment based on any commentaries or information supplied
by any employee of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates. Any opinions made
are subject to change and may be personal to the author. These may not
necessarily reflect the opinion of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates.
The content of this presentation is provided on a strictly private and
confidential basis for information purposes only. It is not intended to be
distributed to any third party without the written consent of Saxo Capital
Markets.
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Last WK Review & Highlights
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Previous Week’s Highlights & Takeaways
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
Previous WK Summary:

US Econ Data: On Fire! Not just NFP
beating 201k a 190k e (r -10k to 147k), it
was 2.9%a 2.7%e on avg. hrly – the read
across to inflation. Leading indicators of
the ISM beat strongly both on mfg & serv.
At 61.3a 57.6e & 58.5a 56.8
RBA: Ended up being a non-event, KVP’s
dovish stance since 1Q18 still stands. You
can run from Global Macro, but you
cannot hide
Sweden: Early new Asia Mon morning,
seem to indicate an inconclusive result
given how tight the voting has been. SEK
may cont to hold onto uncertainty, still
underlying fundamentals of Sweden >
Euro-Zone from GDP & CPI perspective.
Yet also note the Sweden Dems (antiimmigration) are indicated to take less
seats than polls indicates (+ve)
Geopolitics: Still no $200bn smack down!
FI: Generally wider across the board
FX: USD gains against G10 (bar SEK) yet
outperformers are TRY & ARS given EM
FX bounce on Fri
CMD: Energy pullback, Sugar up
EQ: Down across the board
Vol: Up +10% for the wk at 14.88
Avg. 2017 VIX was 11.04 vs. 14 & 18 in
2016 & 2015
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Sources: Saxo Bank, Bloomberg

CoT Review
[Taken from Ole Hansen’s weekly CoT Report]
@Ole_S_Hansen
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Macro Monday: Latest CoT Report
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
CURRENCIES

o Speculators cut bullish dollar bets by $2.3 billion last week as the euro position flipped back to positive after a net-purchase of 15k lots (€1.9 billion)
o The 10% reduction was the biggest in almost six months with short-covering in GBP and CHF being the other two contributors to the reduction
o Overall this left the market net-long the USD at c. $22bn vs. these 9 currencies. Worth bearing in mind Friday data from the US, plus EM Fri FX bounce not in these figs
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Macro Monday: Latest CoT Report
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
COMMODITIES

Trade war, Iran sanctions &
EM worries remained some
of the key drivers behind
the changes in speculative
positions held by hedge
funds in the week to Sep 4.
Overall the net-long was cut
by 5% to 880k lots, an 18-m
low
Energy was bought as the
Iran sanctions threat to
supplies helped drive oil
higher. Metals were sold
amid worries about global
demand while grains were
sold ahead of the arrival of a
huge US crop. Soft cmds
were mixed with the weak
BRL cont. to attract selling of
sugar + coffee
Gold was sold again with the
net-short hitting a record
79k lots. The change was
driven by long liquidation
after failing to hold onto
recent gains above
$1200/oz. Silver was
aggressively sold with the
net-short jumping by 38% to
47k lots, a new record. This
after hitting a 2-1/2 low
against the dollar & a 23year low against gold
Saxo Bank
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Macro Monday: Ole Hansen Flagging Complacency
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
Ole Hansen, Head of Commodities
“Complacency levels remain high with a net-short
seen in all of the four contracts highlighted
below.
The combined net-short hit a new record of 874k
lots last week”
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WK Ahead, Thoughts on Positioning,

& the MM Book…
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Macro Monday: Week Ahead, Plus Thoughts On Positioning
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call - Welcome to 37, Sep 10 – Sep 16
Key Focus:
Trade War Storms + BoE|ECB + US Inflation + Turkey
o Central Banks (SGT):
TU 20.75% e 17.75%p (13) BoE 0.75% e/p (13) ECB 3.25% e/p (13) RU 7.25%e/p (14)
o Fed Speakers (SGT):
Bostic (11/13) Bullard (12), Brainard (13), Quarles (13) Evans (14) Rosengren (14)

Econ Data:
US: JOLTS, PPI, CPI 2.8%e 2.9%p CORE 2.4%e/p, RS, Cap Util, IP, Biz Inv. Beige Book
CH: CPI 2.1%e/p, PPI, New Loans, FAI, IP, RS U/R
EZ: ZEW, IP, Jobs data
JP: CU, Final GDP 2.6%e 1.9%p, Tertiary Industry, PPI
NZ: House Sales, Card Spending, Food Prices, PMI Mfg.
AU: Biz Conf., M1 Inflation expectation, Jobs data
TU: 2Q GDP 5.3%e 7.4%p (10), CA, IP, Government Budget (17)
o Other (SGT):
Ingves (11/12), Carney (14)
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@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Macro Monday: Week Ahead, Plus Thoughts On Positioning
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call - Welcome to 37, Sep 10 – Sep 16
Reflecting on Positioning & Themes in Global Macro: What's Top of Mind?

• US data indicates that the most important theme in global macro right now as also when we flagged it a few months back, is the relative continued (&
accelerating) outperformance of US assets vs. the RoW.
• With the added caveat (’genius’ of Trump), that Trade Wars/Tariffs only increase the relative outperformance in the favor of the US
• Market will now start to look at 2019 & 2020 a lot more seriously, judging from the big moves in Fed Fund Futures on Fri

EM Smash or Buy?
Brexit – new grounds?

SEK Uncertainty premium to peter away post
elections clarification:
SWE > EZ on fundamentals (plus GDP & CPI)
Riksbank move before ECB

Euro-Zone

Italy or Quitaly?

Implications for other periphs: Spreads
on Spain, Portugal & Greece bonds vs.
core bunds

Turkey: “Trust Erdogan to be Erdogan…” thesis
still stands…
Trump: Operation EZ sledge hammer on => press
hard on Turkey => Erdogan refugee lever on EZ =>
Refugees/Immigration is Nuclear Politics in the
Contrarian Trade of the
EZ…

Long Bunds Futures vs. short
Spanish 10yr bond futures

Quarter?

Fed on track | QT hits run-rate in 2019…
same time new all-time highs in equities
10 Sep 2018

Long Chinese Equities, as the US adds another $200bn of
tariffs on the table. Worst is priced in? Yes / No..
Bearish or Bullish, downside protection is
prudent… low premiums
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Macro Monday: Global Macro Calendar
Key Events To Watch For Into Year End

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Sep 9 – Swedish Elections. Immigration is the key theme. Social Democratic Part is currently in Power (Moderate Party & Sweden Democrats key others)
Italy: Sep 7 Moody’s rating update (today), Sep 11 Parliamentary Budget Debate, Sep 27 DEF published, Oct 15 Budget submitted to Brussels, Nov 30
Sep 26 – Fed Hike Meeting. Should take us to 2.25%
Oct 7-28 – Brazil Elections. Can it really get much worse, than everything we have been through?
Oct – 3Q US Earnings Season. Focus should start turning to full 2019 erns estimates & the high bar left by 2018
Nov 6 – US Midterm Elections. If Dems get back into congress, we could see an impeachment put forth for Trump. Still even a divided house should take up an
infra bill – works are long overdue, plus states are broke. Hard to see pullback on Tariff Aggression before then & potentially even after, think Trump EU pivot
more strategic… (think China)
*GOP need 34 of the 35 seats that will open to block an impeachment from the Senate (i.e. need 2/3 majority). In The House, all 435 seats are up for grabs
Nov 30 – G20 Summit. How conciliatory will things go down then after US mid-term Elections?

Dec 19 – Fed Hike Meeting. Should take us to 2.50%

Other:
1. Potential Snap Elections in Italy and/or Spain and/or Germany… still a possibility
2. Draghi stepping down before Oct 2019. He is 70 & managing a divided ECB… Weidmann potentially now questionable, given political horse trading…
3. Trump coming back on South Africa & maybe even rattling potential sanction talks – expect him to get more & more desperate leading to midterms
4.
Turkey
Saxo Bankit gets better. Question is now spillover to SA & other EMs…
10 Sep
2018 – still very much in play… again, looks like it has to get a lot worse before
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Global Macro Book 2018 [Tactical + Strategic] E-WK36, 7 Sep 2018
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call: Objective of the MM Book, North of +20% or South of -10%
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It’s All about

Capital Ideas…
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Global Macro – Capital Ideas, Our New Daily Piece
Trading Desk Key Daily Piece
•

Capital Ideas, is a daily new Saxo piece that’s run by the always
elegant Mahesh Sethuraman, a.k.a. ‘Mr Glass Door’ from our
trading desk

•

Mahesh background is on the hedge fund side, trading both FX
& Equities – as well as also having experience in VC & PE

•

Capital Ideas does a great job of catching the daily news &
flows in the market, as well as key events to be abreast of for
the day ahead

•

Mahesh also flags other interesting views that some of the
strategists in the firms may have, including our Chief Economist,
Steen Jakobsen

•

To get on mailing list for Capital Ideas, please ask your Saxo
relationship manager
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Macro Monday’s Chartography
“Fundamentalists who say they are not going to pay any attention to the charts
are like a doctor who says he’s not going to take a patient’s temperature”
–Bruce Kovner, Legendary Trader & Founder of Caxton
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Commodity Related Majors vs. the USD – chart lower, means stronger USD…
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Sugar
Coffee

Copper

Gold/Silver
Ratio
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MM Back on Mon: 08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok]10:30 [Syd] 20:30[NY]
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Assets Call
Thanks again for your Time, Feedback & Spreading of the MM Word
Catch you all next Monday & Have a Phenomenal WK Ahead
08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok] 10:30 [Syd] 20:30[NY]
*
Please look out for our daily weekday Global Market Calls now live streamed from Facebook
Replay for Macro Monday & the Global Markets Calls are on www.home.saxo
hear from Peter Garnry on Equities, John Hardy on FX, Ole Hansen on CMDs & Simon Fasdal on bonds
with a special weekly chart session by Kim Cramer Larsen on Tues
As well as bi-monthly webinars by our Australian Market Strategist, Eleanor Creagh
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Appendix – Macro Monday Books’

2017 Performance vs. Macro HF Benchmark
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From Macro Monday WK 35, 27 Aug 18

Probability of Turkey Contagion into Europe Increases Everyday…

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – Already starting to see the warning signs…
Trump pressure => Turkey => EZ potential Refugee Crisis
Potential thematic downside for EZ peripheral bonds, EZ equities & of course the euro

USDTRY at c. 6.00
Think we likely see 7.00 to 7.50 before we see 5.50, i.e. its asymmetrical to the upside
There is also a chance that this puppy could get to 10.00

Incredible thing here is, Trump – if he only had KVP working for him – has potentially
the biggest lever (sledgehammer) that he could use again the EU to get what he wants

The original long USDTRY thesis from Jul 6th on “Trust Erdogan to be Erdogan” still stands… things

on trade…. Way more effective than any kind of tariffs that he can throw at them

are more likely to get significantly worse before they get better

What is the epitome of nuclear politics in the EU? That’s right, refugees coming in
And Syrian/Muslim refugees at that… which in the very socialist, extreme &
fragmented parties we’ve seen across Europe - would be political suicide for almost
any EU leader (Merkel power base weakened significantly & she was one of the few
with enough courage to tow the line)
If KVP was Trump, he’d press down on Turkey so bad… that Erdogan would have to
turn to the EU for help. I.e. there is likely to be nothing from the IMF given their
history together (& US seat), but Erdogan could demand aid/subsidies from the EU if
things deteriorate.
Whilst some European banks (Spain & to some extent Italy & France) & Insurers

(Germany & France), have exposure to Turkish debt and equity.
A potential new refugee crisis could rattle confidence & an already fragile EU political
system. Which could actually cause the ECB to pause even further that their
10 Sep 2018

forecasted QT of mid 2019
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Italy: Still a lot of things to play out…

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – Great timeline below to keep on the desk…
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Sources: Saxo Bank, Danske Bank

Global Macro Tactical Book 2017 Performance, +4.18% vs. +2.94% Benchmark
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call

o Tactical Book had a great start for much of 2017, finishing 3Q up c. +7.56%, with very high hit rate
o Made strategic decision to increase the lvl of risk for trades in 4Q, logic being higher win ratio should results with overall higher return for the quarter
o Did not have many opportunities in 4Q, combo of year-end travel (off desk), less clear opportunities, general fatigue, etc. led to -3.39% in 4Q. It’s a marathon, not a sprint
o Average risk taken per quarter were 0.57%, 0.81%, 0.58% 1.33% respectively
o Total return for the year was +4.18%, greater than average Macro HF’s +2.94% in 2017, yet quite disappointing given high win ratio & high watermark just short of +10%
o Overall Takeaway: Increase min risk per trade to 75-100bp (raises bar on ideas), have a min of 3-4 diff trade ideas at any one time to dampen volatility + bad luck
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Global Macro Strategic Book 2017 Performance, +8.80% vs. +2.94% Benchmark
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call

o Strategic Book was the opposite, struggling for most of the year before turning around in 4Q through a heavily concentrated bet on Crypto proxy through ETNs
o Win ratio of c. 54% is more realistic from a sustainable perspective. Worth noting that without crypto trade, avg. win per trade is only +74bp vs. avg. loss per trade of -71bp,
this is too low of a sustainable edge, unless your running several hundred million dollars or a yard
o Biggest losses were from initial big bet on structural shorts on US rates (-1.89%), trade idea was right, structure of picking up 1yr puts was wrong. Also high conviction long
on silver (3% of risk) through SIL (silver etf) was poorly timed & cost the book its biggest loss at -2.67%.
o Total return for the year was +8.80%, basically triple the average Macro Hedge Fund’s +2.94% in 2017
o Overall Takeaway: Start slowly in a more structured manner, keep avg. risk per trade at above 100bp, keep wide structured stops, have more lower correlated trades
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